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SureFlex
ROLL OUT GRASS PROTECTION

SureFlex grass protection mesh is an effective way to protect grassed areas from
pedestrian and vehicle damage.
It is a cost-effective yet robust solution for protecting grassed areas from excessive
wear, rutting, skidding, mud and damage caused by pedestrian and vehicle traffic.
Available in two different grades, GP1800 for the more demanding applications and
GP1400 for applications where there is only light vehicle or pedestrian movement.
SureFlex is manufactured using an improved method of extrusion and combining
more than one material into the product. It has superior slip resistance and is over
30% stronger when compared to other extrusion methods (tested to BS 7976-2).
Improved flexibility makes the mesh quicker and easier to install.
APPLICATIONS

FEATURES

Grass car parks

Quick, easy installation

Golf cart paths

Excellent slip resistance

Overflow car parks

Promotes natural grass growth

Pedestrian paths

Permanent or temporary

Wheelchair access routes

Strong & reliable

Emergency access

Low visual impact

Caravan parks and bays

Lay over existing grass

Event access
Grass finish

Fixing pin

RECOMMENDATION
• 100 pins per roll (2m x 20m)

SureFlex
Existing topsoil
and root zone

CIRTEX®
INDUSTRIES LTD

Underlying soils

TURF REINFORCEMENT MATTING

3

SUREFLEX
Code
76292
76293
60255

1 MONTH
AFTER INSTALLATION

Product
SureFlex 1400
SureFlex 1800
SureFlex 1400

Roll Size
2m x 20m
2m x 20m
1m x 10m

Area 			
40m²
40m²
10m2

3 MONTHS
AFTER INSTALLATION
TO ORDER CALL US ON

0800 CIRTEX (247 839)

DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this publication is correct to the best knowledge of the company and
is given out in good faith. The information presented herein is intended only as a general guide to
the use of such products and no liability is accepted by Cirtex Industries Ltd for any loss or damage
however arising, which results either directly or indirectly from the use of such information. Cirtex
Industries Ltd has a policy of continuous development so information and product specifications may
change without notice.
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